
natural woven woods and decorative soft fabrics

Sivoia QEDTM | designer Roman shades



Zenkon | Caffe



 Sivoia QED™ designer Roman shades

  Sivoia QED shading has been dramatically expanded, now  
offering a broad line of exquisite woven wood treatments as  
well as an exclusive collection of soft fabrics specially designed 
to complement Lutron®’s Satin Colors™ lighting controls  
and accessories.

  Sivoia QED designer Roman shades offer the same precise, 
quiet, elegant performance as Sivoia QED roller shades and 
drapery track systems. 

• smooth, quiet movement
•  precise alignment of shades to within .125 in.
• programmable stopping points
•  elegant keypads and handheld remotes for  

increased convenience
• simple, low-voltage installation
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 Roman shades in soft fabrics and woven woods

  This exclusive line of fabrics and woven woods adds the perfect touch  
to any interior. With many colors, patterns, styles, and textures to  
choose from, this world-class collection is further enhanced by  
Sivoia QED™ technology.

  Now, stylish window coverings can operate with precise, near silent  
elegance. Sivoia QED also allows integration with Lutron® lighting  
control systems for the ultimate combination of form and function. 

York in Nova | Pewter



York in Nova | Pewter



DuBois in Callisto | Fawn
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 soft fabrics design philosophy

  
  Today’s interiors range from traditional to modern and everything in between.  

The use of vibrant colors, captivating patterns and elegant shade styles 
complement the creations of the best interior designers. Sivoia QED™  
designer Romans shades provide a range of styles to enhance  
any designer’s pallette.



Cameron York West EndDuBois



Cameron York West End

DuBois
A tailored, cascade design, best with fabrics that have 
minimal patterns.

 
Cameron
A clean, modern, formal pleat design that works well 
with most patterns.

York
A simple, more casual pleat structure with no seams 
or horizontal stitching.

West End
A softer, draped approach to Roman shade pleats, 
ideal for large scale or scenic fabric patterns.

pleat options
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Callisto | Bronze

Fabric images shown are representational only. See product sample for 
exact fabric colors. Fabric offerings subject to change without notice.

soft fabrics

  
For images of our complete line of fabrics, please refer to the  
fabric selection guide (P/N 367-1202). Sivoia QED™ designer  
Romans shades with soft fabrics are available in a range of colors  
and patterns that complement Lutron® Satin Colors® wallplates,  
dimmers, and accessories.  

For images of our Satin Colors line, please refer to the Colors of Lutron 
(P/N 367-949 REV B).



Hydra | Celery Nova | Bronze Polaris | Champagne
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liner options

Fabric liners provide additional light blockage and create a more 
luxurious look. The DuBois shade utilizes a fabric liner to create a 
soft pleated look.
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Hyperion | Khaki

privacy

Eclipse | Taupe

dual-sided blackout

Natural

interlining

For our complete liner options, please refer to the fabric selection guide (P/N 367-1202).



York in Mira Ceti | Parchment



Seido



 woven woods design philosophy

  
  The natural look of woven wood shades is the perfect complement to both 

contemporary and traditional décor. Sivoia QED™ designer woven wood 
shades are available in many textures, colors, and styles. From the delicate 
look of reeds and grasses to the robust colors of bamboo, the Lutron®  
collection of woven wood shades adds a vibrant accent to any room. 
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Delicate grasses and bold bamboo are assembled with a variety of 
weaving materials to create dramatic natural shades that complement 
any décor. All selections are specially selected to complement Lutron®’s 
line of Satin Colors™ wallplates, dimmers, and accessories. For images 
of our complete line of woven woods, please refer to the selection guide 
(P/N 367-1201). 

woven woods
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Kodo | Ash

Woven woods images shown are representational only. Woven woods  
offerings subject to change without notice. See product sample for  
exact colors. 

For images of our Satin Colors line, please refer to the Colors of Lutron 
(P/N 367-949 REV B).



Banzan Chorei | Koi Ishu | Patina
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style options

Standard woven shade (shown opposite)
Clean lines, hangs flat when fully lowered.  Fabric pleats are  
set between 5” and 9” heights, depending on the material selected. 

Standard woven shade with valance
Add a valance to conceal pleat panels when shade is fully raised. 
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edge binding and liner options

Edge binding adds an elegant and practical finishing touch. It  
provides a clean, even edge against the window frame while  
protecting the wood from wear and tear. (Not all woven materials 
can be edge-bound.)
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Sakata | Cocoa Sakata | Lemongrass Sakata | Twill

Shima | Cayenne Shima | Coal Shima | Jute

edge binding options

Privacy | Jute Privacy | WhiteBlackout | White

liners



Chorei | Tobacco



Roman shade specifications
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Soft fabric shades
Styles DuBois, Cameron, York, and West End
Max. width 115 inches
Min. width 24 inches with Sivoia QED™ drive
Max. height 144 inches
Min. height 36 inches
Operator types Sivoia QED roller 64™/roller 100™ drive, cord and 

pulley (with or without cord lock) or continuous 
chain operator (C8, C16, C24)

Top treatment Optional valance
Fabric selections 97
Lining selections 19

Operator Header size (depth)
Sivoia QED roller 64 2.5 inches
Sivoia QED roller 100 4.5 inches
Cord and pulley/cord lock 1.5 inches
Continuous chain C8 2.5 inches
Continuous chain C16 2.5 inches
Continuous chain C24 3.5 inches
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Natural woven wood shades
Styles Roman
Max. width 138 inches
Min. width 24 inches with Sivoia QED™ drive
Max. height 180 inches
Min. height 36 inches
Operator types Sivoia QED roller 64™/roller 100™ drive, cord and 

pulley (with or without cord lock) or continuous 
chain operator (C8, C16, C24)

Top treatment Optional valance
Fabric selections 31
Lining selections 3
Edge binding selections 6

Operator Header size (depth)
Sivoia QED roller 64 2.5 inches
Sivoia QED roller 100 4.5 inches
Cord and pulley/cord lock 1.5 inches
Continuous chain C8 2.5 inches
Continuous chain C16 2.5 inches
Continuous chain C24 3.5 inches



www.lutron.com/shadingsolutions

Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
7200 Suter Road
Coopersburg, PA 18036-1299

World Headquarters 1.610.282.3800
Technical Support Center 1.800.523.9466
Customer Service/Quotes 1.800.446.1503 
Email: shadinginfo@lutron.com
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